
Class Report
By Claudia Pepin, Showcase Displays

Millie's Display Class - March 28, 2015

Stephen kicks off the class and asks if we have new attendees, and we do. Welcome and we 
hope you enjoyed the class!

Rumor goes around that there will be another display contest in November! Be on the 
lookout on the Millie's website for the rules and other details. Good luck contestants! 

Stephen mentioned that the hotel is getting sold out for the gathering in San Diego. If 
you plan to go, make your reservation soon. Visit www.californiagoldgathering.com for 
more details. 

Stephen then talks about a new Snow Village display he 
is working, to replace the current display in the Millie's 
gallery. 13ft by 6ft and he had to make over 150 holes for 
wires through the different layers! Talk about "the more 
the merrier"! Here are a couple of photos of it in 
progress: 

Then we looked at the new Elsa's Ice Palace, now available to purchase along with the 
accessories. It is a popular set! 

Stephen talks about how he built and finished the foam 
background for the Frozen display pieces. 

Classic stacking, carving and sanding the foam will give 
the overall look. He used the Woodland Scenics foam 
putty to hide seams. Here's a photo of the display 
during construction. 

It is made with 1" and 2" insulation foam available at 
Home Depot or other similar stores. 

http://www.californiagoldgathering.com


Here is how it looks completed, with the pieces on it: 

!  

Now we dive into today's main topic, which is using the Woodland Scenics Shaper 
Sheet and foam to make new interesting displays. Shaper Sheets, for those who don't 
know, are flexible, bendable sheets that can be shaped and reshaped to your liking, and 
can be hardened with plaster if desired. Stephen tells us how he uses it in this display 
he is doing for a client; he the screen, he showed a sketch he prepared for it: 

!  



Here is what the display looks likes, with a couple of buildings, accessories and trees: 

The Shaper Sheet 
material really helps 
create realistic hills. 
All flat areas and 
paths are foam. 

Stephen shows how to cut the foam using a small sample display cut holes so to pass 
light cord wires/adapters through. Stephen shows how easily you can shape the hills but 
making a ball with the Shaper Sheet material and unfolding it. Here's a photo: 



Next he start to incorporate the Shaper Sheet into the display itself by nailing it to the 
top of the hills and folding the material back down to the bottom. He then paints it and 
applies landscaping materials.  

The spray paint Stephen used is Liquitex 
paint: it doesn't eat foam, and you can find it 
Arizona Art Supply stores. They have a few 
stores in the valley and Tucson. He used 
Woodland Scenics landscaping materials 
like blended turf, static flock and lichen.  

Stephen stepped on the power strip, turning off the whole projection system. Chris quickly found 
the issue :-)

He then showed a quick example of a snowy hill, painting the shaped material gray on the 
undersides of the shapes, and sprinkling it with Woodland Scenic snow from the top. I didn't 
catch a photo of that!

We then wrapped up with a few questions and the drawing of the Fisher Price North Pole piece!

We hope you enjoyed the class and this report, and that we will see you next class, which will 
be April 18 when the rest of the new Department 56 new pieces are supposed to be here! Visit 
the Millie's calendar of events as the future classes dates will be posted there. Here is the link:
http://www.millieshallmark.com/current-events/

Thank you!
Claudia

http://www.millieshallmark.com/current-events/

